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ABSTRACT

Teachers and school leaders frequently express a disconnect in the purpose and importance of teacher evaluation, particularly as it relates to educator growth. At the same time, some schools are beginning to communicate student growth through a standards-based grading philosophy. One way schools might “walk the talk” of their grading reform efforts designed to communicate student growth is through the use of proficiency scales to prioritize growth in teacher evaluation. This paper describes implications of simultaneously utilizing a growth model for teacher evaluation and a student growth model via standards-based grading.
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Historically, teacher evaluation is a tool with distinct purposes: evaluating teachers and assessing teachers (Marzano, 2012; Stiggins, 1986). When school leaders use teacher evaluation to merely evaluate teachers, many educators meet standards in a check-box-like binary manner. Unsuccessful teachers are deemed in need of improvement without so much as a continuum to see their own growth. Bradford and Braaten (2018) have framed teacher evaluation as contributing towards the “demoralization of teachers” in which tensions surrounding accountability supersede pedagogical improvement. School leaders have suggested accountability-driven teacher evaluation contributes towards declining morale and a “sense of their own limited professional value in the district” (Paufler, 2018, p. 11). Conversely, teacher evaluation intended to assess teachers provides a continuum of feedback ranging from unacceptable to excellence (Danielson, 2011; Wind et al., 2018). Effective teacher evaluation is based upon a set of professional teaching standards in which educators are provided opportunities to self-assess and receive feedback along a continuum (Darling-Hammond et al., 2012; Weems & Rogers, 2010).

Teachers are posed with a similar quandary about whether their grading practices are designed to sort or develop students (Guskey, 2015). Grades are often based upon an accumulation of points and do not accurately communicate learning (Brookhart et al., 2016). When the student focus in the classroom is earning points rather than learning, students may overly focus on recognizing point-earning opportunities while being blind to the level at which they are learning. Alternatively, grading models designed to honor student growth over time reveal the learning goals for which students have demonstrated understanding as well as the ones for which additional instruction is needed. Experts define grading models, which communicate learning relative to mastery of standards, using the term: standards-based grading (SBG; O’Connor, 2018; Welsh, 2019). A majority of principals in one state report implementing SBG as part of their five-year vision (Townsley et al., 2019) and school districts in additional states have also reported a strong consideration for moving in this direction (Townsley, 2021). Moreover, teachers in SBG models identify benefits such as: focused instruction, improved learning climates, and a student shift toward growth mindsets (Knight & Cooper, 2019).
Perhaps the irony for schools implementing SBG is that these standards-based practices are not modeled in the feedback school leaders provide for teachers, notably in the teacher evaluation process. While students are provided just-in-time feedback disaggregated by learning goals, teacher evaluations are conducted infrequently and often using a binary *meets* and *does not meet* communication system that does not promote professional growth (Weisberg et al., 2009). The purpose of this essay is to suggest schools should consider simultaneously implementing standards-based teacher evaluation models and SBG models in order to walk the talk of facilitating improvement of teachers and students within the school system.

**STANDARDS-BASED TEACHER EVALUATION**

In response to the federal government’s 2011 Race to the Top (RTT) initiative, which tied federal funding to student achievement and teacher evaluation, some states have focused on value-added models (VAM) of teacher evaluation (McCaffrey et al., 2004; Wright et al., 2018). While the federal government’s passage of the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) in 2015 lessened the required elements of standardized assessment scores as related to teacher performance, it is still unclear whether today’s teacher evaluation prioritizes accountability or teacher growth (Close et al., 2020; Close et al., 2019).

Standards-based teacher evaluation models are systems in which teacher performance is evaluated in accordance to a description of competencies within each standard (Heneman et al., 2006). Two recent literature reviews document tenets of standards-based teacher evaluation models to include utilizing rating scales and rubrics, which are likely to promote professional development and improved teacher performance (Clenchy, 2017; Steinberg & Donaldson, 2016). Common models, such as Danielson’s Framework for Teaching (2007) and the Marzano Teacher Evaluation Model (Marzano & Toth, 2013), have attempted to establish evaluation instruments focused on standards of effective teaching and criteria based on continuums of performance (Borman & Kimball, 2005). Several teacher evaluation models have attempted to stimulate growth in classroom practitioners (Hamilton et al., 2008). Yet, school leaders and teachers may not have fully understood the benefit of these continuum-based models because of their past affiliation with compensation and accountability. According to Close et al. (2020), post-ESSA states’ teacher evaluation models are trending towards observational and research-based component driven models utilized for formative purposes. Ross and Walsh (2019) indicated 41 states were utilizing standards-based teacher evaluation with more than one rating category, and 33 states required some elements of an improvement planning for less than satisfactory ratings.

Teacher evaluation should promote teacher growth, but in reality, concurrent evaluation and assessment purposes often distract from their intent of identifying pedagogical improvement (Williams & Hebert, 2020). Recent standards-based evaluation models have not substantially improved the utility of teacher evaluations (Holloway & Brass, 2018; Kraft & Gilmour, 2016). Therefore, inconsistencies in the interpretation of teacher evaluations demand a call for stronger teacher voices and redesigning teacher assessment and evaluation systems (Goe et al., 2008). Similarly, inconsistencies in grading have beckoned a call for reformed practices by experts in recent years (Brookhart et al., 2016). Schools aspiring to implement both standards-based teacher evaluation and standards-based grading are well leveraged to capitalize from the mutual benefits these models offer to the intended learner.

**Standards-Based Grading Practices to Communicate Student Learning**

Standards-based grading (SBG) is intended to communicate growth in student learning. Although definitions of SBG vary, Welsh (2019) suggests this philosophy of grading differs from previous grading practices in that student achievement is communicated using levels of learning such as *beginning, progressing, proficient,* and *exemplary.* Rather than using points or percentages, teachers communicate students’ current levels of learning separately from information related to non-cognitive factors such as effort, homework completion, and class participation (Guskey, 2020; O’Connor, 2018). Teachers reference scales, often referred to as proficiency scales, to determine the extent to which students are performing at one of the school-determined levels of learning. As such, teachers must unpack the standards and create consensus on each level of student learning (Hoehg et al., 2020; Marzano & Haystead, 2008). Teachers create enhanced clarity for students and parents on the learning outcomes and success criteria and then communicate accordingly in the grade book or report card. Through looking in the grade book (or report card), students and parents are able to see learner strengths and areas of growth over time. As noted in Figure 1, assignments and assessments are communicated using points in a traditional grade book whereas in a standards-based grade book the learning students demonstrate on the assessment are disaggregated and communicated by level of learning.
National headlines describing increased student failure rates resulting from COVID-19 highlight the need for grading reform (Natanson, 2020; Strauss, 2020). Thomas Guskey questions whether these failure rates are a result of decreased learning or lower rates of compliance (Sawchuck, 2020). As school leaders continue to discern the purpose of grades, SBG models may become a solution for responding to the unique challenges presented by interrupted, remote, and hybrid learning (Townsley, 2020; 2021).

**Figure 1**

*Sample Traditional Grade Book and Standards-based Grade Book Adapted from Townsley (2019)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Grade Book</th>
<th>Standards-Based Grade Book</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td><strong>Score</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worksheet 1.1</td>
<td>5/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prove theorems about triangles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worksheet 1.2</td>
<td>9/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use sine and cosine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 1.1-1.2</td>
<td>20/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use volume formulas to solve problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 1 Test</td>
<td>86/100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Describe rotations of quadrilaterals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kleenex Extra Credit</td>
<td>3/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Derive equations of parabolas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTITIONERS: BI-DIRECTIONAL BENEFITS FOR SCHOOLS DEPLOYING SBG AND STANDARDS-BASED TEACHER EVALUATIONS**

At first glance, the comprehensive criteria in a standards-based model for teacher evaluation appear straightforward; however, it is the tailoring of the model to local schools that is necessary for fidelity and growth (Marzano & Kendall, 1996). Common evaluation standard categories include: “professionalism,” “content knowledge,” “instructional planning and delivery,” “curriculum and assessment,” and “classroom environment.” The primary implication is that school districts should leverage their acute knowledge of SBG practices, which communicate clarity of learning goals for students, to maximize teacher growth via standards-based teacher evaluation systems; most notably by incorporating rubrics and scales. Marshall (2005) noted schools as early as the 2000s began to implement teacher evaluation rubrics and scales because they were more informative by communicating to teachers where they stand on a scale with a detailed description of what performance looks like at each level of proficiency. In the following paragraphs, we offer considerations related to teachers’ co-creation of proficiency scales, accelerating teachers’ self-reflection skills, and improved means of identifying teacher growth. We end by describing the benefits for practitioners in adopting this bi-directional approach.
Teachers Co-Creating Proficiency Scales

To assess teacher quality consistently and accurately through teacher evaluation systems, there must first be a shared definition of teacher effectiveness among teachers, school leaders, and district personnel (Danielson, 2011; Goe et al., 2008; Stiggins, 1997). Close et al. (2020) found, in a survey of two-thirds of U.S. state education department officials, that 67% identified “increased teacher input” as a major strength of post-ESSA teacher evaluation models. Accordingly, school leaders should involve teachers in co-creating proficiency scales integrated with elements from standards-based teacher evaluation models. First, schoolwide groups should agree on the design of the district scale template and when it is to be used. Second, small group teams should utilize backward design (Wiggins & McTighe, 1998) to develop consensus to the question, “What would a Proficient teacher look like if they demonstrated knowledge or performance of (a specific teacher evaluation standard) in our school/district?” In doing so, teachers co-create elements of what it means to be Distinguished in a teaching standard and document it on the proficiency scale. Furthermore, teachers brainstorm how being Distinguished is different from demonstrating Proficiency in the teaching standard. This unpacking process mirrors the SBG protocols teachers often facilitate to create proficiency scales of curricular standards for students.

Figure 2

Sample Standards-based Teacher Evaluation Using Proficiency Scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smith Fork School District</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teaching Standard:</strong> The teacher will assess all learning outcomes by designing and deploying assessments including formative assessment as a part of the instructional process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Distinguished**    | No deficiencies related to the Proficient elements below AND incorporates additional complex elements such as:  
  ● Analyze student achievement data to justify modifications to curriculum, pacing, and intervention/enrichment. |
| **Proficient**       | No deficiencies related to the Minimally Proficient elements below AND:  
  ● Analyze how learning components are aligned to rigor of formative and summative assessment methodology.  
  ● Create and evaluate appropriate assessment types that match the level of rigor identified in the learning component.  
  ● Justify scoring criteria for all assessments to demonstrate what proficiency.  
  ● Explain instructional adjustments made based on formative data. |
| **Minimally Proficient** | No deficiencies related to the Not Yet Proficient elements below AND:  
  ● Identify all learning components within formative and summative assessments.  
  ● Explain scoring criterion for formative and summative assessments.  
  ● Examine formative assessment data with a collaborative team.  
  ● Conduct formative assessment on all learning components. |
| **Not Yet Proficient** | Partial demonstration/knowledge of components at the Minimally Proficient AND Proficient levels |

*Note.* Adapted from Danielson (2007) and Marzano et al. (2017).

Accelerate Teachers’ Self-Reflection

Using a tool in which teachers in a SBG environment are familiar with, such as a proficiency scale, may accelerate their ability to be self-reflective of teacher evaluation standards. Proficiency scales aim to provide a platform for increased
opportunities of embedded support and collaboration with peers and school leaders regarding effective teaching practices (Taylor & Tyler, 2012). School leaders should emphasize the use of teacher proficiency scales for self-assessment, collaborative teams, and instructional support personnel to foster robust conversations during the school year to supplement the teacher evaluation process. A sample proficiency scale adapted from Danielson’s (2007) Framework for Teaching evaluation model is outlined in Figure 2. Compare Figure 2 with Figure 3, a mock traditional binary evaluation instrument excerpt, regarding level of detail and descriptors for teacher improvement and effectiveness.

An Improved Means of Identifying Teacher Growth

Weisberg et al. (2009) found in one study when school leaders evaluated teachers utilizing binary measures of proficiency, school leaders rated teachers satisfactory compared to unsatisfactory up to 99% more often in evaluation categories. When compared to evaluation rubrics, proficiency scales serve as a pragmatic assessment tool because they are clear and customized to the school evaluation model. The traditional implementation of teacher evaluation relies heavily upon observations and artifacts; both of which are retrospective, and thus reduce the opportunity for just-in-time pedagogical adjustments. Darling-Hammond (2013) argued while standards-based teacher evaluations are critical in identifying teacher strengths and weaknesses, the evaluation itself does not facilitate teacher effectiveness. Consequently, rubrics and scales should be continuously reviewed during the school year rather than solely at the traditional end of the school-year evaluation timeframes (Biggers et al., 2012; Reibel & Thede, 2020). Co-creating common teacher proficiency scales from clear standards before and during the school year maximizes the chances for goal setting, reflection, and in-year adjustments prior to formal evaluation.

Proficiency scales, on the other hand, are more aptly utilized for formative functions of assessment of the teaching process as it occurs. Proficiency scales are written to establish clarity of learning targets and to derive feedback required to build upon what a practitioner demonstrates within a progression of growth versus traditional deficit identification models (Hoegh et al., 2020; Kluger & DeNisi, 1996). This, too, parallels the classroom use of proficiency scales in SBG environments where students are encouraged to track their own progress, performance, and goal-setting.

Figure 3

Sample Excerpt of Traditional Binary Evaluation Instrument

| Standard 1: Demonstrates ability to enhance academic performance and support for implementation of the school district’s student achievement goals |
| Provide a narrative and additional documentation/artifact below to support MEETING or NOT MEETING the standard and criteria. | Circle or Highlight One: |
| | Meets Standard |
| | Does Not Meet Standard |

Note. Adapted from Iowa Model Educator Evaluation System (2019)

Walking the Talk.

Aligning standards-based teacher evaluation and SBG practices offers multifaceted benefits. First, co-creating proficiency scales in standards-based teacher evaluation and SBG classrooms enables educators to deepen pedagogical knowledge and adjust their instructional decisions while mitigating one of the largest challenges related to SBG implementation: the development of proficiency scales (Proulx et al., 2012). In doing so, teachers will become more fluent
in the district’s expectations of instructional effectiveness. This collaborative approach reduces teacher stress and combats the ill-effects of a top-down approach associated with system change (Vogel 2012). Second, utilizing common standards-based tools, as both a teacher and adult-learner, increases the likelihood of transformative learning (Mezirow, 1997; Taylor, 2008). Short and Hirsh (2020) posit teachers need to experience curriculum, instruction, and resources to see how deployment benefits students rather than just hearing about it; often referred to as transformational learning. Even the most committed teachers need to experiment with ongoing trial and error pedagogy to come to grips with a compelling reason to improve or change without fear of evaluative repercussions (Elmore, 2008).

Third, teachers who have the opportunity to implement consistent use of SBG tools, such as a proficiency scale with their students, will have more self and collective efficacy as a staff on how those tools are used to assess their respective teacher effectiveness. For example, a science department deliberating what it means for a student to be “proficient” through the use of a proficiency scale of “demonstrating use of the scientific method” might simultaneously benefit from a discussion of what it means to be Proficient in a teacher evaluation standard, such as “demonstrate a safe classroom environment.” If school leaders desire teachers as adult learners to self-reflect and demonstrate lasting growth, schools are obligated to make sure they understand proficiency of the expected standards. As with students, teachers too desire a common understanding and visual of communicating success (Stiggins, 1997).

Finally, the parallel congruency of standards-based teacher evaluation and SBG offers practical student and teacher social, motivational, and psychological benefits. When standards are clearer for teachers, it presents transferrable opportunities to enhance clarity for students. With the provision that proficiency scales are utilized bi-directionally, the practice of self-reflection becomes a shared practice for teacher and student; thus, fostering a commonality as an empathic learning experience. Empathic pathways to learning are often reciprocal in nature, with the teacher feeling into the experience of student and student feeling into the experience of teacher (Feshbach & Feshbach, 2009). This highlights an idyllic practice for school leaders to maximize effective practices associated with learning versus teaching. The litany of research in recent years associating social-emotional learning (SEL) competencies to positive student outcomes, namely academic achievement (Durlak et al., 2011; Taylor et al., 2017), suggests schools leverage practices to enhance integration of SEL competencies. When educators and students alike feel comfortable in their local context, they are more likely to engage; thus, emphasizing the importance of social interaction in the learning environment (Demetriou, et al., 2009).

**IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCHERS**

The authors concur with Darling-Hammond (2014) that schools need “a conception of teacher evaluation as part of a teaching and learning system supporting continuous improvement, both for individual teachers and for the professional as a whole” (p. 5). Schools currently implementing both standards-based teacher evaluation models and SBG models offer researchers a starting point to understand the effects on educator and student mindsets. Andrade and Brookhart (2019) theorized that classroom assessment is the co-regulation of learning by teachers and students within their local context. In order to apply this theory and build upon the ideas presented in this paper, researchers might consider building upon previous investigations focused on the nexus of teacher mindset and classroom assessment (DeLuca et al., 2019) by exploring the relationship between teachers’ mindset towards teacher evaluation and approaches to classroom grading. Furthermore, previous reviews of research suggest fidelity of implementation in assessing teacher evaluation continues to be a challenge (Hallinger et al., 2014). Similarly, Guskey and colleagues (2020) note secondary schools may not be yet implementing grading reform with fidelity. Additional investigation is needed to understand schools’ fidelity of implementing teacher evaluation systems and grading reform before any meaningful correlations between the two can be determined. Yet, increased alignment between grading reform efforts and standards-based teacher evaluation presents an opportunity for teachers and school leaders alike to “walk the talk” of identifying and assessing growth versus mere evaluation.
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